Russia Says It Would Respond to U.S. Missile Deployments in Asia

While the Trump administration pressed for expanded missile deployments, Russia said that it would respond to such moves.

India’s Illegal Move to Deteriorate Regional Peace: PM Tells Dr Mahathir

India's move to illegal status could make it an adversary in the region. Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir has promised to improve the relationship and secure the Indian Occupied Kashmir (IJK).

Caspian Economic Forum in Turkmenistan’s Avaza to Give Impetus to Regional Co-Op

The Caspian Economic Forum is to be held in Turkmenistan's Avaza from August 12 through 16. Foreign Minister Javad Zarif has anticipated the world's biggest transport and energy conference.

Pakistan’s Economy: Impetus to Regional Co-Op

Pakistan is the world’s second-largest country and a major player in the region. The Caspian Economic Forum is expected to strengthen the country's position in the region.
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